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About This Game

Going Up is a fast-paced science-fiction sword fighting game. Fight endless waves of enemies in a totally doomed quest to reach
the end (and a less doomed quest to reach the high score board).

Features:

 Endless waves

 Multiple kinds of evil robots

 Wield a bolt of lightning, a flaming sword, or a line of pixels! In VR!

 Boss battle

 Probably not going to shoot your dog (but it is Early Access)

Planned features:

 More enemy types
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 More boss battles

 More stage variety
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Title: Going Up
Genre: Action, Early Access
Developer:
Conrad Nelson
Publisher:
Conrad Nelson
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer.

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better.

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires an HTC Vive

English
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Once the novelty of having all these crossovers and that RWBY characters wore off, the game was kind of meh. I just ended up
going back to playing Unist and BBCF again instead.. Same as in The Forgotten case - this DLC adds new campaigns and
nations.
Price is high though so I recommend buiyng only on sale.
Required for getting 100% with main game.. I have played TGC VR and now trying Everyday golf.

Swing mechanics: I find when making a 3\/4 controlled swing you can achieve the distances set for each club. In TGC VR I
struggle to get the club head speed to match my real life swing and club distances which lets TGC VR down for me.
Overswinging in will introduce slices and hooks and missed shots in both games, therefore I find the swing mechanics easier in
Everyday Golf on full shots.

Short game is hit and miss, no real feel to the shot in the way TGC VR has. If you find yourself on a steepish down slope, forget
about it, your shanking it as the game can't deal with you swinging your club back into the bamk and forward again.

Putting: this is where the game really falls down. This is bad! Medium to long putts, the ball will fly of the club face. Short putts
of around 3 to 4 feet or less the ball becomes a sticky ball, very hard to judge pace. It really is a lottery. TGC VR I feel has got
this preety much nailed.

I have played through the tutorial, which is a few par 3 holes. When completed it opens up a few more options. Competitive
Mode and Tour Mode. Tour mode lets you play by yourself and I think uploads your score to compete against other players who
have taken part that day. This was again only a par 3 course (I HAVE YET TO PLAY A PAR 4 OR PAR 5). Competitive mode
lets you compete against 3 other friends, swaping your headset amoungst each other. There DOES NOT seem to be single player
in this mode leaving the game extremley limited??

Visuals: I find the visuals good, the game has went for a more sort of cartoony look (everybodys golf type) which is pleasing to
my eye. Game options are very limited. There is no slider for the sound effects. The ambience is way to loud and can only be
turned on or off.

If this game can sort the putting out and beef out the gameplay I will come back to it. There is certainly a place for this game
and TGC VR to be in my games library but untill then I am going to refund.. Old school wtf :), this is so addictive, wish i had
alien series too :P. A great game to play together with a friend! Total chaotic entertainment in higher levels!. I really like this
game, i think 50/50. Just beware that a stupidly hard level will come.. Ultimate waifu~. Waste of $20. I downloaded the game
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for my son and as soon as I started it up, it was offcenter and can't be full screened or adjusted so you can't see whats going on.
All you can see is a tractor literally in front of the main menu. And then if you can figure out how to accidentally start the game
you play the whole game from a fixxed position behind a crash wall barrier. Like I said, worst waste of $20 I've ever done in my
life. And I once bought my own\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665back from a thief once.
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Fun with your friends
. Great old game from the golden days of Sierra.. This game has both its good and bad points. Personally I feel this is an
improvement over WOS3, I can see where they were going with the missions, but if your a simulation fan like me, then avoid
them. The whole depot thing is a nice touch, I like the fact you have to 'sign on' with the supervisor, and can take over trains
from the AI, take your train to the sidings at the end of your shift. The fact you can do an immediate return trip after
terminating by walking to the other end of the train and setting it up is really great. I can now do a return journey without having
to come out and go through menus; like in WOS3 where if you wanted to do another trip straight away you had to go back to the
menus and select the retun. Now it is part of your shift plan.

The game is far more indepth than TS 2015, don't come to WOS 4 thinking you can drive a train in TS2015 so you can here,
you won't be able to. The manual and tutorial are you friend initially, use them, there are a lot of train controls. Station stop are
unforgiving, over shoot the stop mark by less than a foot and the doors won't open.

Good:
The depot interaction to put yourself on a route is great, much more realistic over previous WOS's
Much easier to walk in this than in WOS3
Weather and lighting engine is much better than WOS 3
It really does have the look and feel of the NYC Subway system and accuratly simulates this. You have to operate the doors
from the conductors postion because thats how it was done in the 70's where this game is simulating.
Far more feedback at the end over WOS3

Bad:
The missions are a joke, and completly ruin any immersion, I tried them and will ignore them, aimed more at casual players,
rather than hardcore simulation fans (like me)
The animations of the AI in the depot are laughable, as is the voice acting (and lip sync is way out)
Some of the translation from German to English is badly done, you need to read things a few times (only an issue in missions
really)
You have to disable AA in Graphic options or the FPS for me was 10 (I have a GTX 970) others are reporting the same issue,
this is your fix, there also appears to be no graphical affect from this.
You can't freely walk around the stations like you could in WOS3
Braking physics feel a little wrong

Overall I really like this game and will continue to play it regularly. This is a SIMULATOR, and has far more simulation and is
way more indepth then TS2015. You need to be prepard to fail in the first hour or so, this game needs some getting used to
before you can fully appreciate what it is. My advise is to read other reviews, watch some YT videos and decide from there. If
your really unsure, then get this in a Steam sale or from another vendor who are more likely to refund.. Butt hurt player loses
and send all their property to my opponent.

10/10 would annex Vatican again. 7\/10
Fun and challenging game to a point. The difficulty level is impossibly hard in the later levels, which spoils things somewhat.
Imagine being expected to shoot small moving man sized things at 1km distance, achieve 50% accuracy and shoot about 1 arrow
a second. The balancing doesn't really seem to have been thought through. Purchased units (towers) should have regenerated at
the start of each wave.
I do recommend this though.. I will let this first look video do the talking for me.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtK26tXpGQc. Double Cube consists of something like ten levels, and I managed to beat
all of them in an hour. It's essentially a MInecraft style parkour game where you have to find the blocks you intend to use for
traversing the environment. The block switching mechaning is servicable, and the gameplay is reasonably fun.

The game also comes with a level editor which is really cool, but the lack of Steam workshop makes this feature much less
useful. It would be awesome if people could share the levels they created. I enjoyed this enough to spend $5 on it, but it would
be worth considerably more to me with Steam Workshop support.. A strange game that will put you in an awkward position - as
an invalid on a wheelchair. The game tells about the difficulties that people overcome every day, teaches treating disabled
people as ordinary people. The game throws you into the most unusual places, each level as a new challenge. Willy-nilly, you
think that the most ordinary things - it seems not so simple when you are on a wheelchair.
Love that experience.
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